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Abstract—In human-robot collaboration, robots interact di-
rectly and safely with humans in a shared workspace with-
out protective guards. This paper presents the design of
OmniMan, which is a mobile manipulator for human-robot
collaboration consisting of an omnidirectional mobile platform
and a lightweight robotic arm. Mobile manipulators extend
the workspace of manipulators (robotic arms) by mounting
them on mobile platforms. The mobile platform is driven
by Mecanum wheels, which provide 3 degrees of freedom in
motion. The paper develops the kinematic model of the whole
system including platform and manipulator. Furthermore the
overall controller structure for OmniMan including the real-
time synchronization of platform and manipulator is described.

Index Terms—Mobile Manipulation, Human Robot Collabo-
ration, Mecanum Wheels

I. INTRODUCTION

IN human-robot collaboration humans interact with robots
or manipulators in a shared workspace without protective

guards. Manipulators have been used in a large range of
applications mainly in the production industry, but their
application is limited in scenarios which need a very large
working space such as aerospace manufacturing, ship building,
and wind turbine manufacturing. Mobile manipulation is
a solution to overcome these limitations and counts to be
a key technology not only for the production industry but
also for professional service robotics such as intralogistics.
Furthermore mobile manipulators find their applications in
virtual or real laboratories for research and education [1], [2].

In the last years, research institutes have developed their
own mobile manipulators based on commercial available
mobile platforms and robotic arms. Cody from Georgia
Institute of Technology consists of two arms from MEKA
Robotics and a Mecanum wheeled Segway platform [3]. Cody
was build mainly for research on service robotics in the
health care domain. Another example in this area is POLAR
(PersOnaL Assistant Robot) from Cornell University, which
consists of a 7 DoF (degrees of freedom) Barrett arm mounted
on a Segway Omni base [4]. TOMM from TU Munich is
a wheeled humanoid robot, which consists of a Mecanum
wheeled mobile Platform and two UR5 robotic arms [5].
Other popular examples in this domain are Willow Garage’s
PR2 and the Fraunhofer IPA’s Care-O-bot 4.

Compared to the domains of professional and domestic
service, mobile manipulators for industrial applications oper-
ate in more structured environments. However, they require
a higher level of operational efficiency, e.g. in terms of
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Figure 1. Mobile manipulator OmniMan: UR5 robotic arm on a Mecanum
wheeled mobile platform

speed, accuracy and robustness, to be suitable for industrial
applications [6]. Popular examples of mobile manipulators
for industrial environments are KUKA’s omniRob and Moiros
[7] as well as ANNIE and LiSA from Fraunhofer IFF, which
are all based on Mecanum wheeled platforms. omiRob is
used mainly in intralogistics applications [8], [9], [10], where
human-robot collaboration is often needed.

A Mecanum wheel consists of a central hub with free
moving rollers, which are usually mounted at ±45° angles
around the hubs’ periphery. The outline of the rollers is
such that the projection of the wheel appears to be circular.
A mobile platform driven by Mecanum wheels provides 3
degrees of freedom in motion. Usually such platforms consists
of four or more wheels. A typical configuration is the four-
wheeled one of the URANUS omnidirectional mobile robot
[11]. The drive structure of a Mecanum wheeled mobile
platform with four or more wheels is over-actuated, which
means that actuation conflicts may occur.

This paper extends the work presented in [12]. The
kinematic equations of a mobile manipulator including 6-
DoF manipulator and omnidirectional platform are developed.
The paper develops a generalized kinematic model of an
over-actuated Mecanum wheeled mobile platform, which
includes the kinematic motion constraints of the system
and that is valid for Omni wheels as well. Furthermore the
paper describes the overall controller structure of our mobile
manipulator OmniMan (Fig. 1). OmniMan consists of an
Universal Robots UR5 robotic arm mounted on Mecanum
wheeled mobile platform from MIAG Fahrzeugbau GmbH
(Braunschweig, Germany). The paper describes different
options for interfacing an UR arm controller to a central
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controller PC as well as to synchronize the movements of
the arm with the platform in real-time.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We consider the problem of motion control of a mobile
manipulator, which consists of a robotic arm and a mobile
platform. The robotic arm provides 6 DoF in 3D Cartesian
space, the omnidirectional mobile platform provides additional
3 DoF in 2D space (position and heading). Therefore, the
omnidirectional mobile manipulator is an over-determined
system, where the additional degrees of freedom in configu-
ration space can be used to optimize the movement of the
manipulator. In general, the forward kinematics of a mobile
manipulator can be described by

x = f(q), with x = [x, y, z, α, β, γ]T, and q =

(
qp
qa

)
,

(1)
where x is the pose of the mobile manipulator’s tool frame
with respect to the world frame (x ∈ R3 × SO(3)), q
are the generalized coordinates in the configuration space
(C-space) with the 2D pose of the mobile platform qp =
[xp, yp, θp]

T,xp ∈ R2 × S1 and the joint angles of the arm
qa = [θ1, . . . , θ6]

T. The inverse kinematics of the system

q = f−1(x) (2)

is over-determined and can be solved by numerical methods
in order to optimize the motion in C-space.

The mobile platform is driven by 4 Mecanum wheels. A
Mecanum wheeled mobile platform provides any desired
motion in x− and y−direction and rotation θ around the
z−axis, simultaneously. The mobile platform moves in 2D
space, the pose of the platform in the world frame is defined
as xp = (xp, yp, θp)

T (see Fig. 2). The robot frame is a

yW

xW

xR
θp

yR

xp

yp

Figure 2. Definition of pose xp = (xp, yp, θp)T and robot frame

coordinate frame, which is fixed at the mobile platform.
Velocities in the robot frame (FR) can be transformed into
the world frame (FW), as a function of the heading of the
platform (θ = θp):

ẋR = R(θ) ẋW, ⇒ ẋW = R−1(θ) ẋR (3)

with ẋW =

ẋWẏW
θ̇

 , ẋR =

ẋRẏR
θ̇

 ,

R(θ) =

 cos θ sin θ 0
− sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1


The kinematic model of mobile platforms equipped with n

Mecanum wheels is well known (see [11], [13]). The inverse

kinematics of the platform, which transform the velocity of
the platform into wheel velocities, can be described by linear
equations in the robot frame. It can be written under the
general matrix form:

ϕ̇ = JwẋR, with Jw ∈ Rn×3, (4)

where ϕ̇ = (ϕ̇1, ϕ̇2, . . . , ϕ̇n)
T are the angular velocities of

the wheels and Jw is a Jacobi matrix with constant parameters.
For a platform equipped with n > 3 Mecanum wheels, the
forward kinematic equations are over-determined. The forward
kinematics can be obtained by using a least square approach
and applying the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse to J :

ẋR = J+
w ϕ̇, with J+

w = (JT
wJw)

−1JT
w (5)

In contrast to the overdeterminacy in the mobile manipulator,
the over-actuated drive structure of the platform can not be
used to achieve additional degrees of freedom in C-space. The
overdeterminacy of the platform yields to motion constraints,
which must be fulfilled to avoid additional wheel slippage.

III. KINEMATIC MODEL OF THE MOBILE MANIPULATOR

A. Kinematic Model of the Universal UR5

The UR5 is a lightweight 6 DoF industrial manipulator
manufactured by Universal Robots (UR). It has a weight of
18.4 kg, a reach of 85 cm and a maximal payload of 5 kg
[14].

The forward kinematics of the UR5 arm can be easily
described by the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) method. The
homogeneous transformation associated with one link can be
described by

i−1Ti =

(
Ri−1
i pi−1

i

0 1

)

=


cos θi − sin θi cosαi sin θi sinαi ai cos θi
sin θi cos θi cosαi − cos θi sinαi ai sin θi
0 sinαi cosαi di
0 0 0 1


(6)

where Ri−1
i ∈ SO(3) represents the orientation, pi−1

i ∈ R3

the position, θi, di, ai, αi are the DH parameters. The DH
parameters of the UR5 arm can be found in Fig. 3. The

i θi di ai αi
1 θ1 0,08920 0 +90◦

2 θ2 0 0,425 0
3 θ3 0 0,392 0
4 θ4 0,10930 0 −90◦
5 θ5 0,09475 0 +90◦

6 θ6 0,08250 0 0

y0

z1

z2

x2

z0
y1

x3

y4

z6 z5 z4

z3

y6 y5

Figure 3. UR5 robotic arm with DH frames and DH parameters
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forward kinematics of a 6 DoF robotic arm can be described
by

0T6 =
6∏
i=1

i−1Ti , (7)

where i−1Ti are the DH matrices. The forward kinematics
of the robotic arm can be described in compact form:

x = fa(qa), with x = [x, y, z, α, β, γ]T ,

qa = [θ1, . . . , θ6]
T, (8)

where x is the pose of the robotic arm in Cartesian space and
qa are the joint variables of the arm. The inverse kinematics
describe the joint angles as a function of the pose of the
robotic arm

qa = f−1
a (x), (9)

and can not be solved in analytic form in general. For the
Universal UR5 arm, an analytic solution for the inverse
kinematics was developed by Kelsey Hawkins [15]. We solve
the inverse kinematics of the mobile manipulator using a
numerical solution, in order to use the additional degrees
of freedom of the mobile manipulator for optimization of
the movement in C-space. The numerical solution uses the
Jacobian

Ja(q) =
∂fa(qa)

∂qa
=


∂f1
∂θ1

∂f1
∂θ2

· · · ∂f1
∂θ6

...
...

. . .
...

∂f6
∂θ1

∂f6
∂θ2

· · · ∂f6
∂θ6

.

 (10)

The i-th column of Ja can be obtained numerically

Ja,i =

(
Jv

Jω

)
=

(
zi−1 × (p6 − pi−1)

zi−1

)
, (11)

where p6 is the position of the TCP. The vectors pi−1 and
zi−1 can be found in the DH matrix

0Ti−1 =

j=i−1∏
j=1

j−1Tj =

(
xi−1 yi−1 zi−1 pi−1

0 0 0 1

)
.

(12)

B. Motion Model with Constraints for Mobile Platforms with
Mecanum Wheels

In this section, the kinematics of an omnidirectional mobile
platform with n Mecanum wheels is developed. A Mecanum
wheel consists of a central hub with free moving rollers.
A mobile platform driven by 3 or more Mecanum wheels
provides 3 DoF in motion. For wheel i, we define the wheel
frame Fi and the roller frame Fr,i, which are in a fixed
position in the robot frame FR (see Fig. 4). For simplification,
the kinematic model is described in 2D, which means that
all frames lie within the xy-plane. The position of the wheel
frame Fi with respect to the robot frame is described by the
3 constant parameters: αi, li and δi, where δi defines the
rotation angle between Fi and the FR and is usually equal
to zero. γi defines the angle of the roller with respect to the
wheel frame. ϕi(t) drives the wheel and defines the rotation
angle of the wheel around its horizontal axis of rotation. The
wheel is driven in the direction of it’s xi axis. The wheel has
one contact point to the plane and is able to rotate around
this point (rotation around its zi axis).

For simplification, it is assumed that there is only one
roller that has contact to the floor and that the contact point
stays always in the center of the roller (and the wheel). The
roller frame Fr,i as well as the wheel frame Fi has its origin
in this point of contact. The xr,i axis lies in the shaft of the
roller. The wheel is able to move free in direction of the yr,i
axis.

The movements of the platform yield to the velocities ẋR,
ẏR, l · θ̇ in the contact point of the wheel, which can be
transformed to the roller frame Fr,i:

ẋRr,i = ẋR cos(γi + δi) + ẏR sin(γi + δi)+

li θ̇ cos(αi + π/2− δi − γi)
(13)

ẏRr,i = −ẋR sin(γi + δi) + ẏR cos(γi + δi)+

li θ̇ sin(αi + π/2− δi − γi)
(14)

where γi is the rotation angle between the wheel frame and
the roller frame (usually ±45°) and δi is the angle between
the wheel frame and the robot frame (usually 0°). The rotation
of the wheel drives the velocity ẋi = r · ϕ̇i in the point of
contact, which can be transformed in x and y components of
the roller frame Kr,i:

ẋϕr,i = r ϕ̇i cos(γi), ẏϕr,i = −r ϕ̇i sin(γi) (15)

Since the roller can not move in direction of its shaft, ẋRr,i =
ẋϕr,i must be true, which leads to

ẋR cos(γi + δi) + ẏR sin(γi + δi)+

li θ̇ cos(αi + π/2− δi − γi) = r ϕ̇i cos(γi),
(16)

and finally to the inverse kinematic equation of wheel i

ϕ̇i =
1

r · cos(γi)
(
cos(δi + γi), sin(δi + γi),

li sin(δi + γi − αi)
)
ẋR.

(17)

For a platform equipped with n Mecanum wheels, (17) can
be used to obtain the inverse kinematics of the platform as

ϕ̇ = JwẋR, with Jw ∈ Rn×3 (18)

If γi is set equal to zero, the Mecanum wheel becomes an
Omni wheel and therefore (17) can be used to model the
inverse kinematics of an Omni wheel driven platform as well.

xi xR

yR

yi

yr,i xr,i

li

αi

γi

θ

li θ̇

Figure 4. Mecanum wheel with frames
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For a platform with more than 3 Mecanum wheels, the
kinematics are over-determined, which means that the wheel
speed of m = n−3 of the n wheels are a linear combination
of the other ones. Only 3 rows of Jw are linear independent,
m rows are a linear combination of the first 3 rows. To obtain
the kinematic motion constraints, Jw can be split up into 2
sub-matrices:

Jw =

(
J3

Jm

)
, with J3 ∈ R3×3,Jm ∈ Rm×3,m = n− 3

(19)
The velocities in the robot frame can be defined by 3 wheels:ẋRẏR

θ̇

 = J−1
3

ϕ̇1

ϕ̇2

ϕ̇3


this leads to m kinematic motion constraints:

JmJ
−1
3

ϕ̇1

ϕ̇2

ϕ̇3

 =

ϕ̇4

...
ϕ̇n

 ,

which can be expressed in general matrix form

T ϕ̇ = 0, with T =
(
JmJ

−1
3 , −Im

)
, (20)

where I denotes the identity matrix. We define a vector of
angular error velocities ε̇ = (ε̇1 . . . ε̇m)T to detect violations
of the kinematic constraints:

ε̇ = T ϕ̇, (21)

T and ε̇ can be used to augment the kinematics of the platform

ẋg = J−1
g ϕ̇, with ẋg =

(
ẋR

ε̇

)
,J−1

g =

(
J+
w

T

)
(22)

where Jg is an invertible square matrix, which describes the
augmented inverse kinematics of the system:

ϕ̇ = Jgẋg (23)

The sub-vector ε̇ in ẋg can be used to control the kinematic
constraints.

A typical configuration of a Mecanum wheeled platform
consists of 4 wheels (see Fig. 5). The positions of the wheels

r

φ̇2 φ̇1

φ̇4

xR

yR

b

a
φ̇3

Figure 5. Omnidirectional platform with Mecanum wheels (top view)

with respect to the robot frame can be defined as δi = 0 and
li =

√
a2 + b2. This leads to the configuration parameters

shown in Table I. These parameters in in conjunction with

Table I
CONFIGURATION OF THE PLATFORM IN FIG. 5

i αi γi

1 − arctan
(
a
b

)
+π

4

2 +arctan
(
a
b

)
−π

4

3 π
2
+ arctan

(
a
b

)
+π

4

4 −π
2
− arctan

(
a
b

)
−π

4

(17) yield to the inverse kinematics
ϕ̇1

ϕ̇2

ϕ̇3

ϕ̇4

 = Jw

ẋRẏR
θ̇

 , with Jw =
1

r


1 1 (a+ b)
1 −1 −(a+ b)
1 1 −(a+ b)
1 −1 (a+ b)


(24)

The kinematic constraint can be obtained using (20)

0 = T ϕ̇, with T =
(
1, 1,−1,−1

)
, (25)

which leads to the augmented forward kinematics

ẋg = J−1
g ϕ̇, with ẋg =


ẋR
ẏR
θ̇
ε̇1

 , ϕ̇ =


ϕ̇1

ϕ̇2

ϕ̇3

ϕ̇4

 ,

J−1
g =

r

4


1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1
a+b

−1
a+b

−1
a+b

1
a+b

4
r

4
r − 4

r − 4
r


(26)

and the augmented inverse kinematics

ϕ̇ = Jgẋg, with Jg =
1

r


1 1 (a+ b) 1
1 −1 −(a+ b) 1
1 1 −(a+ b) −1
1 −1 (a+ b) −1

 (27)

where r is the radius of the wheels, a and b are given by
the dimension of the platform (see Fig. 5). Eqn. (26) is used
in the motion controller of the platform to execute odometry
and to sense the coupling error. Eqn. (27) is used in the
motion controller to control the speeds in robot frame and to
control the kinematic constraints.

C. Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the coupling
controller several experiments are performed with some of our
mobile platforms, which are shown in Fig 1. The results of one
of these experiments are shown in Fig. 7. The platform moves
a path with straight lines forwards, sideways and backwards.
After that, it moves a circular path with two rotations back
to the starting point. The red curve in the picture shows the
coupling error ε1. The five movements of the platform yield
to a coupling error different from zero, where the individual
movements can be easily distinguished. The coupling error
may be caused by parameter differences between the velocity
control loops of individual wheels for instance variations in
friction, motor constants or amplifier gains. The coupling
error leads to an additional wheel slippage, which decreases
the accuracy of odometry.

The blue curve in Fig 7 shows the coupling error ε1 with
active coupling control (kc = 2). Compared to the red curve,
the coupling error is reduced nearly to zero.
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Figure 6. Control architecture of Mecanum wheeled mobile manipulator
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Figure 7. Coupling error over time

D. Dynamic Model for Mobile Platforms with Mecanum
Wheels

This section will briefly describe a dynamic model of
Mecanum wheeled platforms including the friction force of
the Mecanum wheels. The dynamics of a Mecanum wheeled
platform can be described in the robot frame:

FR =H ẍR = J−1 Fwheel (28)

with

FR =

Fx

Fy

Mθ

 , H =

m 0 0
0 m 0
0 0 I

 , Fwheel =


F1

F2

...
Fn

 ,

where FR are the translational forces and the moment of force
(torque) in robot frame, which accelerate the platform, m is
the mass of the platform for translation, I is the moment of
inertia for platform rotation around the z axis and Fwheel are
the tangential contact forces of the Mecanum wheels, which
accelerate the platform. The acceleration in robot frame can be
obtained from accelerations in world frame by differentiating
(3), which leads to

ẍR = Ṙ(θ) ẋW +R(θ) ẍW (29)

and considers the effect of the Coriolis force. Each wheel i
is driven by an electrical motor, which produces the moment

Mi = r Fi +Mfric,i + Ii ϕ̈i (30)

where r is the wheel radius, Mfric is the total of the moment
produced by friction, Ii is the moment of inertia of the wheel
and ϕ̈i is the angular acceleration of the wheel: ϕ̈ = JẍR

The moment of motor i is produced by the armature current
of the motor: Mi = cφ Ia,i, where cφ is the motor constant.
The dynamics of the motor current can be described as

La
dIa,i
d t

+Ra Ia,i = Ua,i − Uemf,i,

with Uemf,i = cφ ngear ϕ̇i

(31)

where La is the armature inductance, Ra is the armature
resistance, Ua is the armature voltage, Uemf is the voltage
produced by the back electro mechanical force, ngear is the
ratio of the gear that connects motor with wheel.

The moment produced by friction Mfric is a sum of the
internal friction produced by the motor and the gear, the
rolling friction on the floor and the friction in the bearing
of the rollers and therefore Mfric depends largely on the
direction of movement. We model the moment produced by
friction as a function of the platform movement

Mfric,i = fi(ẋR), (32)

which can be experimentally identified [16].

E. Forward Kinematics of the Mobile Manipulator

The development of the forward kinematics is straight
forward. The position of the platform with respect to the
world frame can be described in 3D by the homogeneous
transformation matrix

wTp(qp) =


cos θp − sin θp 0 xp
sin θp cos θp 0 yp
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (33)

where θp is the heading of the platform with respect to the
world frame and (xp, yp) is the position of the platform in
the world frame.

The robotic arm is mounted on the platform in the fixed
position (dx, dy, dz) with respect to the robot frame, which
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yields to the constant homogeneous transformation matrix

pT0 =


1 0 0 dx
0 1 0 dy
0 0 1 dz
0 0 0 1

 . (34)

The forward kinematics of the robot arm are described by
the DH-matrix

0T6(qa) =
6∏
i=1

i−1Ti , (35)

this yields directly to the forward kinematics x = f(q) of
the whole mobile manipulator, which can be obtained from

wT6(qp, qa) =
wTp(qp) · pT0 · 0T6(qa) . (36)

F. Inverse Kinematics of the Mobile Manipulator

We solve the inverse kinematics of the mobile manipulator

q = f−1(x)

using a numerical approach. This approach needs the Jacobian
matrix of the forward kinematics of the mobile manipulator:

J(q) =
∂f(q)

∂q
=


∂f1
∂q1

∂f1
∂q2

· · · ∂f1
∂qn

...
...

. . .
...

∂f6
∂q1

∂f6
∂q2

· · · ∂f6
∂qn


This Jacobian consists of the Jacobian of the mobile platform
and the manipulator

ẋ = J(q) · q̇, with J(q) = (Jp(q),Ja(q)) . (37)

The Ja(q) can be obtained from (10), (11), (12). The 3D
kinematics of the platform can be obtained from (33) and
(34)

x = fp(qp) =


xp + dx cos θp − dy sin θp
yp + dx sin θp + dy cos θp

dz
0
0
θp

 ,

with x = [x, y, z, α, β, γ]T , qp = [xp, yp, θp]
T, (38)

where (dx, dy, dz) denotes the position of the arm on the
platform. Thereby, the Jacobian is easily obtained:

Jp(qp) =
∂fp(qp)

∂qp
=


1 0 −dx sin θp − dy cos θp
0 1 dx cos θp − dy sin θp
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1


(39)

In order to solve the inverse kinematics, a rough estimation qk,
near the final solution q = f−1(x) is needed. If the mobile
manipulator moves a continues path, this can be the preceding
point on the path. Starting with qk, joint coordinates nearer
to the final solution can be obtained by

qk+1 = qk + J
−1(qk) · (x− xk), with xk = f(qk)

The iteration is aborted, when the error falls below a
predefined limit:

|x− xk| < ε

IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN

As aforementioned, our mobile manipulator consists of a
UR5 robotic arm and a Mecanum wheeled mobile platform.
It is controlled by a control system, which is distributed on 2
control PCs. Fig. 6 shows the control architecture of the whole
system. Details of the different controllers are described in
the next sections.

A. Control of the UR5 Manipulator

The UR5 can be controlled at three different levels: The
Graphical User Interface (GUI) Level, the Script Level and
the C Application Programming Interface (C-API) Level [17].
PolyScope is the graphical user interface (GUI) for operating
the robotic arm and for creating and executing robot programs.
URScript is the robot programming language used to control
the robot at the Script Level. This programs can be saved
directly on the robot controller or commands can be sent via
TCP/IP socket to the robot.

User programs that uses the C-API are executed on the
UR controller and interact directly at the joint level with
a cycle time of 8 ms. At this level, the UR controller can
be supplied by either joint velocities or a combination of
joint positions, joint velocities and joint accelerations. In our
mobile manipulator, we use the C-API and control the UR5 at
joint level. At this level, the synchronization of the platform
movements with the arm movements is feasible in real-time.
This enables trajectory planning for the whole system in
Cartesian space and controlling the movements of platform
and arm synchronously at joint level, while avoiding obstacles
in real time, without leaving the trajectory.

The structure of the controllers with its interfaces is shown
in Fig. 6. The robotic arm is controlled by the UR controller
PC at joint level. The joint positions of the arm are generated
by the path interpolation module in the system controller PC
and streamed every 8 ms over a TCP/IP socket and Ethernet
to the UR controller PC. The UR controller PC controls
the joints and transfers the control signals over an interface
module to the motors.

B. Control of the Mecanum Wheeled Mobile Platform

The controller of the Mecanum wheeled mobile platform
is integrated in the system controller PC (platform control
in Fig. 6). The internal structure of this controller is shown
in Fig. 8. The path interpolation generates a stream of poses
xp = (xp, yp, θp)

T and its derivatives ẋp, ẍp as input for the
controller. The structure of the controller is derived from a
classical cascade structure. It consists of a position controller,
which controls the pose of the platform in world frame, a
wheel controller, which controls the velocity of the wheels and
a coupling controller, which controls the kinematic motion
constraints.

The position controller obtains the actual pose of the
platform by odometry and generates the velocities of the
platform in the world frame plus feed forwarding the velocities
from the path interpolation. Details of the odometry for
Mecanum wheeled platforms can be found in [18]. These
velocities are transformed into the robot frame and then into
reference velocities for the wheel controller. These reference
velocities are calculated using the inverse kinematics of the
platform (17) and therefore meet the kinematic constraints
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mobile platform

at any time. Owing to parameter differences in the control
loops of the wheels or unbalanced loads, the actual wheel
velocities may violate the kinematic motion constraints. These
violations lead to additional wheel slippage.

Aim of the coupling controller is to change the reference
velocities of the wheel controllers in such a way that the
actual velocities meet the motion constraints [19]. The wheel
controller controls the velocity of the wheels by feed back
control using the wheel encoders plus optional calculated
torque feed forward control.

Fig. 9 shows the software architecture of the navigation
stack. The bottom of the navigation stack builds a hardware
abstraction layer (HAL), which hides technical details of the
communications with the robot [20]. The navigation stack
contains 3 control loops: The pose control loop, the coupling
controller at the level of wheel kinematics and the underlying
wheel control loop. The localization layer obtains sensor data
from HAL and estimates the pose of the platform using this
data and odometry [21], [18]. The top of the stack builds the
motion planner for the platform.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have developed a compact and easy
applicable kinematic model of an omnidirectional mobile
manipulator. The mobile manipulator consists of a manipulator
with 6 DoF and an over-actuated Mecanum wheeled mobile
platform, which provides additional 3 DoF. The kinematic

model includes the kinematic motion constraints of the mobile
platform as well as the over-determined motion model of the
whole mobile manipulator.

The kinematic model of the omnidirectional mobile manip-
ulator is described by 9 DoF in the configuration space,
which provide 6 DoF in Cartesian space. Therefore, the
inverse kinematics are solved with a numerical approach
using a Jacobi matrix. The proposed kinematic model is
valid for all serial manipulators with 6 DoF, mounted on an
omnidirectional mobile platform driven by n ≥ 4 Mecanum
wheels.
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